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Southampton University Hospitals Trust 18 weeks RTT data validation review 

Introduction 

The Intensive Support team was requested by NHS Hampshire to review the 

Southampton University Hospitals Trust validation process. The objective was to 

provide assurance in respect of the robustness of the process and the correct 

application of RTT rules. Additionally the IST were asked to confirm the validity of the 

reported Trust backlog. In completing this task the IST undertook meetings with the 

Head of Performance and Capacity Management and the Information Services 

Manager to understand the overall process at Trust level. A walk through of the 

detailed validation process was completed in Division A (Surgery) with the admin 

team responsible. This enabled a detailed understanding of the systems processes 

and reference points used by the Trust for this process. 

Process steps 

1. Central information team extract 3 data sets, admitted non admitted and 

incomplete 

2. This is part of month end process leading to DH adjusted RTT return 

3. The focus of the validation process is on patients who have or are waiting 

over 18 weeks admitted and non admitted  

4. In specialties where there is a significant volume of patients waiting over 18 

weeks on incomplete pathways then there is a sliding scale for validation from 

23 weeks and over to 10 weeks and over depending on the speciality 

5. Data is sent to the performance team who sense check it before onward 

progress to Divisions 

6. Divisions complete detailed validation and update PAS accordingly – where 

possible. The central information team update PAS where this cannot be 

completed in the division 

7. Detailed review was undertaken of the Division A process 

a. Detailed information is received and manipulated to provide validators 

with usable information which looks back to the outcome of previous 

weeks validations to avoid duplication  

b. It is then sent out to the specialties within the division for validation 

c. Validation is data based and looks for duplicate pathways and missed 

clock stops 

d. Patients clinical notes are used where required for complex cases 

where there are multiple pathways recorded. 

e. Various elements of PAS are updated for patients where errors are 

found to ensure accurate records 
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f. The team refers to 2008 policy for guidance in respect of 18 weeks 

RTT rules. This document is being updated as part of the IST support 

programme to the Trust. The updated document is due for launch in 

September and will be accompanied by a Trust wide training 

programme supported by the IST. There are however no standard 

operating procedures for validation for use at divisional level within the 

trust. 

g. There is a lack of clarity about how clock pauses can be applied for 

patient choice this may lead to longer waiting times being reported than 

is in fact the case 

h. There is a weekly meeting in the division to discuss difficult validations 

with a view to completion 

i. The numbers for validation are reducing each month 

j. The divisional lead focuses on incomplete pathways as this will reduce 

the need for validation of completed pathway patients in the future 

k. Where clock stops are not applied to incomplete outpatient pathways,  

this can lead to duplicate pathways being created that are not related 

to the original referral and thus may lead to shorter RTT waits being 

reported. 

8. Detailed validation notes are sent back to Performance team which is then 

passed to Information to make manual alterations 

9. Based on the evidence shown in respect of the application of the RTT rules in 

the Trust the IST is of the view that reported performance is conservative. 

This view is based on the fact that where there is any doubt about a clock 

stop then the earlier date is used for the calculation. This approach outweighs 

the potential effect of duplicate pathways being created. 

10. Specific patient validations have been checked at random where the outcome 

of “No active RTT” has been made following programmatic validation by the 

information team. IST requested that a sample of these patients be double 

checked by the Trust. Of the 75 validations with this outcome 25 were sent 

 to the PAS team for checking to ensure the RTT rules had been applied 

correctly. Of this sample 80% were confirmed the remaining 20% had been 

subject to further speciality based validation between the original 

programmatic validation and this sample check and the validations were 

confirmed but with more specific reasons. Based on the data shown to the IST 

we are confident that these elements of the validation outcomes are robust. 

11. There are audit trails for each patient in respect of the validation process 

setting out the reason for the changes being made to their record. 

12. The volume of backlog incomplete pathways is a major obstacle to moving to 

prospective validation i.e. before the breach is incurred 
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13. There is clearly a backlog that needs to be cleared as validation only removes 

a proportion of long wait patients. The totality of the backlog that requires 

clearance could be reduced by the proportion of performance improvement 

achieved through validation. 

14. The corporate process is comprehensive but lacks standardisation within 

divisions in terms of detail and outcome – there is variation between divisions 

in terms of process and expertise. This fact has been recognised by the Trust 

and is being addressed through production of standard operating procedures 

as part of the revised access policy implementation. 

15. At the end of June 2011 2616 patients were waiting over 18 weeks – 

validation to 126 days varies by speciality depending on the size of back log. 

The Trust is moving each specialty its current level down to 127 days or lower 

for validation on a week by week basis. 

16. The Trust has reported an average of 5.26 percentage points performance 

gain from validation for non admitted patients having been achieved since 

January 2011. Although for May and June 2011 this has fallen to an average 

of 2.84 percentage points. This suggests that underlying systems for reporting 

clock stops have improved. 

17. Reductions in incompletes due to validation is in the range 5.34% (Jan 2011) 

to 1.31% (June 2011). The small percentage in June hides a reduction of 

some 469 patients. 

Summary 

There were at the end of June 201119998 patients waiting on incomplete pathways 

at SUHT, of which 2616 were waiting over 18 weeks. The validation process reviews 

patients who have a clock stop over 18 weeks and those who are still waiting over 18 

weeks with an open pathway.  

There is a clear issue over the quality of the data on which the trust bases its 18 

week RTT reports. The Trust reports that this results from implementation of a new 

PAS system (ECAMIS). Data transfer from previous systems may have brought 

forward “ghost” patients i.e. with no current 18 week pathways. In addition the 

current data entry processes relating to 18 weeks milestones are not yet sufficiently 

robust. This means that further errors are still being made so adding to the need for 

ongoing validation. 

This issue has been acknowledged by the Trust and the resources of the IST have 

been made available to support the Trust in its revision of the Access policy and the 

training required to support roll out across the Trust in October. 

There is a systematic corporate process in place each month to complete validation 

across all specialities which delivers a performance improvement for the Trust in 
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admitted patients, non admitted patients and incomplete pathways. The reference 

document (2008 Access Policy) against which this takes place is now out of date and 

is subject revision as part of a further IST supported work stream. 

The volume of retrospective validation is significant due to the Trust backlog of 

patients waiting over 18 weeks. Back log reduction is needed to enable prospective 

validation i.e. before patients reach their breach date. 

Based on the evidence shown in respect of the application of the RTT rules in the 

Trust the IST is of the view that reported performance is conservative. This view is 

based on the fact that where there is any doubt about a clock stop then the earlier 

date is used for the calculation. No evidence of aggressive inappropriate use of the 

rules was found.  
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